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It's that time of year again. After the roaring success of last year's inaugural conference, the Liberty
League Freedom Forum 2012 [3] is only a month away.
For just £30 per ticket, they've booked out the entire Albatross Hostel in Newcastle, so will be providing
your accommodation, meals, drink and books, as well as giving you the chance to meet other young proliberty activists from all over the UK.
You'll have the chance to meet and debate some of the liberty movement's best speakers, and take part in
seminars and lectures with topics such as whether the state should ever intervene in parenting, banking
and currency reform, the Ancient Greek and Renaissance conceptions of freedom, the evolution of
libertarian thoughts, whether humanitarian military intervention is ever justified, the morality of food, free
market environmentalism, and a whole lot more too.
This will be alongside activism and training sessions exploring and improving skills in journalism, public
relations, debating, and how to set up and run pro-liberty student societies on campus.
With even more speakers to be announced over the next few days, the list already includes Madsen Pirie,
President of the Adam Smith Institute, along with Mark Littlewood, Claire Fox, Angus Kennedy, Max WindCowie, Nick Pickles, Josie Appleton, Dan Hamilton, Kevin Dowd, Mark Pennington, Chris Snowdon,
Patrick Hayes, Rob Lyons, Alex Singleton, and Jamie Whyte.
Date: 30th March - 1st April
Venue: Newcastle University, and Albatross Hostel, Newcastle.
Check out full details all of the sessions and speakers, and book your ticket right away by clicking here:
http://uklibertyleague.org/2012/02/08/sessionssofar/ [4]
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